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Abstract 
Sigma IT Consulting in Växjö gave the authors of this paper a task to change               

the search engine in one of their projects. To get a scientific view of the               

project the authors specified two research questions that could be connected           

to Sigma's problem. This problem is interesting to investigate since search           

engines are frequently used all over the world and often more user-friendly            

than classic menu navigation. To find a solution to the problem two            

experiments were conducted. The result from the experiments showed that          

the search engine EPiServer Find were, ever so slightly, outperformed          

Elasticsearch in the terms of relevance. The response time, however, had no            

significant difference. 
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1 Introduction  

The volume of the internet is constantly increasing and menu navigation is            

often not a sufficient way to navigate. Search has become increasingly           

important to help visitors find the information they seek. Most visitors           

abandon a website if they cannot find what they are looking for in a short               

time[1]. You may not have thought about it but there is often a search box               

somewhere on every website[10]. These search boxes are usually run by a            

search engine with different features. For example, the search engine Google           

uses its own features to find results from all over the internet[8]. 

According to an article by Bing Liu, he states that: “Search engine companies             

constantly put major efforts to improve their search results. Measuring search           

effectiveness is thus an important issue”[9]. 

In this project, examples of how to evaluate search engines will be            

investigated. There will also be a comparison of the search engines           

Elasticsearch and EPiServer Find. 

 

1.1 Background 

Sigma IT Consulting AB in Växjö is a corporation that provides web            

solutions to their customers[2]. Sigma have a vast amount of websites where            

EPiServer is used as content management system (CMS) and EPiServer Find           

is used as a search engine for EPiServer[6, 7].  

A content management system is an application that helps out with           

the creation and changes of digital content. Most content management          

systems include publishing, format management, history editing and even         
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search. Search engines are the component where data is fetched from           

different databases using the keywords provided[16]. 

Today there are a lot of alternatives to the subscription based search            

engines in the open source domain. However, all of these might not have the              

same functionality or search indexes as a subscription based search engine. 

 

1.2 Previous research 

Some research has been made in the field of search engine evaluation.            

Different articles used different methods to reach their results, where some           

measured relevance and some measured response time. 

An experiment measuring the search engine Solr has been conducted          

by Brian Bouterse and Harry Perros using a virtual machine with preset            

hardware [13, 14]. Their experiment showed that response time was the most            

important quality to test. This was done using a self developed monitoring            

tool with a network protocol analyzer. The network protocol analyzer          

calculated the response time of Solr queries from the TCP (Transmission           

Control Protocol) packets that were generated for each query.  

Another study that measured the relevance of search results was          

performed by Dirk Lewandowski in 2015 [15]. The study measured relevance           

using a relevance assessment tool developed by Lewandowski which proved          

Google was superior to Bing when producing results. Google produced          

significantly fewer results graded as irrelevant.  

In the article Performance evaluation and comparison of the five most           

used search engines in retrieving web resources, Sanjib K. Deka and           

Narendra Lahkar investigated the performance and efficiency of the five most           

used search engines. In order to examine the performance, five sets of            

experiments were created where each experiment used 50 complex queries.  
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They found that different search engines, which use different technology,          

yield different first page results. Their report therefore shows the similarities           

and differences among the leading single search engines. 

These studies present different qualities of search engine evaluation         

and examples on how to measure the different qualities. Studies like these            

could be used to know which search engine to utilize and which one is              

superior to the other.  

The experiment that will be conducted by the authors of this article            

will be using a similar approach as Deka and Lahkar, but lower the amount of               

queries, due to lack of time. The tool developed and used by Lewandowski             

has been searched for without results, therefore the authors of this article will             

develop their own, probably more light-weight, assessment tool. 

1.3 Problem formulation 

In many websites today, search engines are broadly used all over the world,             

as illustrated in Table 1.1. Though not all of the search engines have the same               

functionalities. It is not only interesting for web development companies to           

know how different search engines perform and what they can provide for            

their company[4]. It is also interesting for their customers and individual           

developers that are the end users.  

Since the late 90’s the amount of search queries on the internet has             

grown. Statistics show that Google alone answers for over 3.5 billion           

searches per day[12]. Since searches are used so frequently it is interesting to             

know what the differences are between search engines. What qualities are           

important when measuring or comparing search engines and how do we           

evaluate these qualities? 
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Total searches a day Number of searches 

Worldwide 6,586,013,574  

Google 4,464,000,000 

Bing 873,964,000 

Baidu 583,520,803 

Yahoo 536,101,505 

Other (AOL, Ask etc) 128,427,264 

Table.1.1: Total searches done every day worldwide 

 

1.4 Motivation 

To swap a search engine for another could be a smart move to lower the               

monthly cost of a website. But before changing a website's search engine, it is              

necessary to know how the new search engine performs in comparison to the             

other. 

In our case Sigma is interested in comparing the current search engine            

EPiServer Find with Elasticsearch, since they are in the process of changing            

search engine in one of their projects. The project targeted for change is a              

website for the county of Kristianstad, which is one of Sigma's customers.            

The reason for the change of the search engine is to provide as good services               

as possible for their customers and lower their customer’s monthly fees. A lot             

of Sigma’s customers think that EPiServer Find is an expensive service[3].  

Sigma’s version of EPiServer Find is built upon a older version of the             

open source search engine Elasticsearch, which may have an impact on the            
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performance[11]. Sigma would therefore like to investigate pros and cons of           

replacing EPiServer Find with Elasticsearch. 

 

1.5 Research Question 

From the information gathered from Sigma this thesis project are going to            

investigate the following topic: 

 

RQ1 How are search engines evaluated in terms of response time*          

and validity**? 

RQ2 How does Elasticsearch perform compared to EPiServer Find in         

response time and validity? 

*     The time it takes to get results from the database after a search has been made. 

**    The relevance of the results in context to the search query. 
In order to compare two search engines, a study on what to measure must              

first be conducted. Research question 1 (RQ1) is therefore a prerequisite for            

the second research question.  

In the terms of response time the result has to come from a way to               

measure time and therefore some kind of way to measure time might have to              

be created. The interval from the time a search button is pressed to the time a                

response is given back will be the response time measurement. In the terms             

of validity it will be harder and more time consuming to measure. Validity             

have to be measured in relevance measurement where the relevance converts           

into some kind of score system. 

 

In the research question 2 (RQ2) it is expected that Elasticsearch will perform             
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equal or better than EPiServer Find since EPiServer Find is based on a old              

version of Elasticsearch. 

 

1.6 Scope/Limitation  

In this project we will find an alternative of how to compare search engines,              

specifically how to compare response time and validity. We will also try to             

apply these comparisons on EPiServer Find versus Elasticsearch. We will          

investigate how Elasticsearch could be integrated into Sigma’s system and          

begin to do this integration.  

 

1.7 Target group  

The target group is web development companies that develop search engines           

or in some way provide search engines to their customers. Another target            

group is also individual developers or small companies that are on a tight             

budget. 

 

1.8 Outline  

The following chapter will be the method which will describe how the            

process went for this report. Then there will follow a chapter about the             

implementation and then a result from that. An analysis will be made            

followed by a discussion about the analysis and result. Lastly there will be a              

conclusion with a future research. 
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2 Method 

This chapter describes what method will be used to answer the research            

questions presented in this thesis project. Under Method Description a more           

detailed description of the method is presented, which describes hardware          

and software specifications used in the experiment. In the Reliability and           

Validity section we will analyze and discuss flaws of the research method to             

discover threats that could lower the reliability and validity of the research. 

2.1 Scientific Approach  

The two research questions will be answered by the following methods: 

 

RQ1 - How are search engines evaluated in terms of response time            

and validity?  

This will be answered using a literature study 

 

RQ2 - How does Elasticsearch perform compared to EPiServer Find          

in response time and validity?  

This will be answered by an experiment evaluating reliability and          

response time on the two search engines, EPiServer Find and          

Elasticsearch. 

2.2 Method Description  

This chapter presents how the project is structured, what variables are           

affecting the experiment and what tools that are used. There is also some             

thought about reliability and validity. The project developed by Sigma is           

using ASP.NET MVC (Model-View-Controller) structure and C# as        

programming language, which the authors have experience in. 
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2.2.1 Variables  

There are different variables that influences the project. We have already           

mentioned some variables, and EPiServer Find and Elasticsearch are two of           

these. In excess of these two, there are also Vulcan and NEST. Vulcan and              

NEST are both clients for using Elasticsearch. The experiment are going to            

use parts of these clients to create queries, search for data and overall test              

Elasticsearch. When adapting the experiment the amount of searches used          

will be 50 for response time and 20 for relevance. For each search             

investigating relevance, the top 5 of that search will be evaluated further to             

ensure the accuracy of the self developed relevance tool. The hardware used            

for the experiment is shown in table 2.1. 

 

Processor Intel(R) Core (™) i7-4500U@ 1.80 Ghz ~2.40GHz 

GPU NVIDIA GeForce GT 720M 2048MB DDR3 

Memory 8GB 

Operative system Windows 10 Home 64bit 

Table 2.1. Hardware specifications 

 

2.2.2 Software tools 

The stopwatch existing in the C# library will be used in the code to calculate               

the time interval between a search request and response, therefore measuring           

response time. When measuring relevance a self-developed assessment tool         

will be used to measure score for the query results. All the resulting data will               
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be stored in a log file. 

 

2.3 Reliability and Validity  

To increase the reliability of the experiment an effort to reduce external            

disturbances will be made by shutting down unnecessary processes before          

running the experiments. Software tools for collecting data will be used to            

help increase the reliability. What can come to lower the reliability is the             

self-developed assessment tool for measuring the relevance score, since it is           

self-developed. 

The structure of the project is common MVC and content          

management systems are often used, therefore the validity is increased.          

However, the validity will also be lowered since the authors are students and             

are not experienced with either EPiServer, EPiServer Find or Elasticsearch.          

An experienced programmer would have a much better chance at making an            

experiment with a higher validity.  

 

2.4 Ethical Considerations 

Sigma does not want their code to be shared. Therefore this study will not be               

giving out any information concerning Sigmas code. The code written by the            

authors, however, can be discussed. 
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3 Implementation 

This chapter will include the technical aspects of the implementation, the           

classes created and the time and relevance tests. 

 

3.1 General project implementation 

Sigma’s project have several sections using EPiServer Find to achieve          

different features. The implementation for this thesis project will focus on the            

search feature of the project. The search feature depends on many different            

files, in different layers, in the MVC structure. The difficult part about            

changing search engine in a project of this size is to find the specific files,               

methods and dependencies that needs to be exchanged. To implement          

Elasticsearch in EPiServer Finds place, Vulcan will be used. Vulcan is a            

Elasticsearch client that utilizes NEST, which is also an Elasticsearch client.           

However, Vulcan is built upon NEST and uses its features with some more             

functions built into it, for example, vulcan can index the data using its             

indexer. This is something NEST is missing and will save time during the             

implementation. 

 

3.2 Classes 

In this subchapter the classes will be presented. There are several of different             

classes which all influences the search part of the code and therefore the             

result of the searches. There is also a new class which is used to run the tests                 

for response time and validity. This class is implemented by the authors.  
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3.2.1 SearchPageKrController.cs 

This controller class is made by Sigma. Its main purpose is to communicate             

between the SearchService.cs class and the search views. To exchange          

EPiServer Find in this class several lines of code has to be replaced. The most               

important part of this class is the query. The query is where the logic of how                

a search will be made. This query had to have exactly the same functionality              

as before the change from EPiServer Find. This class also provides a search             

result which also had to be changed to not use EPiServer Find.  

3.2.2 SearchService.cs & ISearchService.cs 

SearchService.cs is the business class that handles all the search functionality           

for elasticsearch. ISearchService.cs is the interface for the SearchService         

class. Some minor changes has to be made in these classes to make them use               

Elasticsearch in favor of EPiServer Find. 
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3.2.3 Tests.cs 

Tests.cs is a class that will handle the measurements and will consist of             

methods measuring time and relevance. 

 

Figure 3.1. Sequence diagram of the time tests in the Tests class. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the methods used for time measurement and how they work             

together. The following text describes the methods. 

The methods will use a C# tool called stopwatch which is a time             

measurement tool. StartTimer is used to start the stopwatch and will be called             

at the same time as the search is started. StopTimer is used to stop the               

stopwatch, as well as call the ElapsedTime method. This method will be            

called at the same time a result has been returned from the search. And finally               

the ElapsedTime is used to count the interval between the start time and the              

stop time of the search and then print the result, in the form of time unit, to a                  

logfile. 
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Figure 3.2. Sequence diagram of the relevance tests in the Tests class.  

 

Figure 3.2 shows the methods used for relevance measurement and how they            

work together. The following text describes the methods. 

The NewResult method will be called when a response is returned           

from the search. The result will then be saved in private fields, much like a               

constructor, and the method will then call AnalyzeResults. 

AnalyzeResults will iterate through each item in the result and call the            

CountWords function which counts the words in each field for each item.            

More matching words means a higher chance of a better relevance score. The             

AddRelevance method adds relevance score depending on what field the          

search query got a hit on. Title, for example, is valued higher than the field               

extra info. The CalculateRelevanceScore method is used to take the          
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combined score for an item and calculates the score to a percent using a              

simple mathematical formula. Finally the LogRelevanceScore method is used         

to log the scores to a log file which were later used to summarize the scores. 

The class Tests.cs was implemented both in Sigma’s current code that           

uses the search engine EPiServer Find, and in the implementation that uses            

Elasticsearch as search engine. 

 

3.3 The experiments 

There were two experiments conducted. One experiment was to test the time            

difference between EPiServer Find and Elasticsearch. The other experiment         

was to measure the relevance of the search responses from each search            

engine. 

To measure the time for Elasticsearch and Vulcan, they were          

implemented in the project, making the website run with Elasticsearch. It was            

then decided to search with an empty search field, as it would get all the data                

from the database. This was considered the most fair test as both            

implementations would get the same amount of hits. The search was           

performed 50 times before changing back to EPiServer Find as search engine            

in the project. The limitation of 50 searches was decided to make sure there              

were no spikes in the latency, or lag, and to get an acceptable amount of               

searches. This, in turn, gave an average score by dividing the total search             

time by the amount of searches. The same procedure was then conducted for             

the new implementation. For each search the elapsed time were logged in a             

text file for future comparisons and calculations. 

When the time tests were done the results were gathered from the text             

files and put into an excel document for later analysis. In the excel document              

the total and average time could be calculated for each test. When this was              
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done a major, and unexpected, time difference was discovered. This was           

investigated further and a discovery was made in the Elasticsearch query. The            

discovery was that the query was set to take 1000 results and return them. 

This led the authors to make a new test for Elasticsearch implementation with             

a modified query. The modification was to lower the amount of returned            

results from 1000 to 100. This modification made the Elasticsearch query           

look more like the query used in EPiServer Find. When the calculations for             

the new test were complete a more expected time difference could be seen.             

Expected in this case was a time result similar to the EPiServer Find time              

result. 

When the relevance test was done the results were gathered from the            

text files and put into an excel document. In the excel document the first five               

search hits for each search were put in a table together with its relevance              

score provided from the relevance tool. Each of these five documents from            

each search were then investigated and the relevance score was manually           

double checked. This was done for both implementations and therefore a           

comparison can be made. 
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4 Results 

This chapter shows the results from the experiments. The results will not be             

analyzed in this chapter, this will be done in the analysis chapter. The results              

will be divided in two sub-chapters, one for the response time tests and one              

for the relevance tests. 

 

4.1 Response time 

The response time is shown in diagrams. Each diagram is one test.  

The first three figures (figure 4.1 - 4.3) show the results for each of the tests.                

The last one (figure 4.4) shows figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 side by side. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Showing the result from Elasticsearch from the time test. 
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Figure 4.2. Showing the result from EPiServer Find from the time test. 
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Figure 4.3. Showing the result from Elasticsearch with Take(100) from the           

time test. 

Figure 4.4. Showing the result from EPiServer Find and Elasticsearch with           

Take(100) from the time test, side by side. 
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4.2 Relevance 

The relevance is shown in a table displaying each search and its first five              

results. Both search engines are shown in the same table. 

 

Elasticsearch   EPiServer Find  

Searched number 1  Searched number 1 

Searched word Golf  Searched word Golf 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Henriks Golf 70%  Henriks Golf 70% 

NIU Idrottsutbildning  

Handboll, Fotboll och Golf 40%  

NIU Idrottsutbildning  

Handboll, Fotboll och   

Golf 40% 

Elisefarm resort 30%  Åhus Golfklubb 80% 

Åhus Golfklubb 80%  Skepparslövs Golfklubb 80% 

Skepparslövs Golfklubb 80%  Elisefarm resort 30% 

     

Searched number 2  Searched number 2 

Searched word Glass  Searched word Glass 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 
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Daim Glass 100%  Magnum Glass 80% 

Piggelin Glass 80%  Piggelin Glass 80% 

Twister Glass 70%  Daim Glass 100% 

Magnum Glass 80%  Lakrits Glass 70% 

Lakrits Glass 70%  Twister Glass 70% 

     

Searched number 3  Searched number 3 

Searched word Kiosk  Searched word Kiosk 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Kiosken mitt i stan 70%  Holserbo Kiosk 70% 

Arenans Grymma Kiosk 70%  Arenans Grymma Kiosk 70% 

Holserbo Kiosk 70%  City Livs 40% 

Kiosken som ger en bättre     

badupplevelse. 70%  Stadens bästa Tobak 30% 

City Livs 40%  Glasskiosken 70% 

     

Searched number 4  Searched number 4 

Searched word 

Upplevelse

r  Searched word Upplevelser 

     

Top five results   Top five results  
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Title Score  Title Score 

Tullen 30%  Tullen 30% 

Laserdoom 30%  Piggelin Glass 30% 

Daim Glass 30%  Araslövs Golfklubb 30% 

C4 Bowling 0%  Laserdoom 30% 

Araslövs Golfklubb 30%  Daim Glass 30% 

     

Searched number 5  Searched number 5 

Searched word Trafik  Searched word Trafik 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Trafik, resor och gator 40%  Kristianstads Trafik 70% 

Kristianstads Trafik 70%  Trafik, resor och gator 40% 

Pågatågen 50%  Förvaltarfrihetsbevis 40% 

SJ 0%  Pågatågen 50% 

Tåg, definition. 30%  Södra Trafikskolan AB 80% 

     

Searched number 6  Searched number 6 

Searched word Arena  Searched word Arena 

     

Top five results   Top five results  
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Title Score  Title Score 

Evenemang i Kristianstad   

Arena 70%  Kristianstad Arena 90% 

Kristianstad Arena 90%  

Evenemang i  

Kristianstad Arena 70% 

Kontakta Arenan 70%  Kontakta Arenan 70% 

Konferens i Arenan 70%  Konferens i Arenan 70% 

Folkhälsoarbete 0%  Arenans Grymma Kiosk 70% 

     

Searched number 7  Searched number 7 

Searched word Fotboll  Searched word Fotboll 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Fotboll 70%  Fotboll 70% 

Amerikansk fotboll och   

frisbee 40%  

Amerikansk fotboll och   

frisbee 40% 

NIU Idrottsutbildning  

Handboll, Fotboll och Golf 40%  

NIU Idrottsutbildning  

Handboll, Fotboll och   

Golf 40% 

Kristianstad FF 30%  Kristianstad FF 30% 

Fotbollsakademien 80%  Fotbollsakademien 80% 

     

Searched number 8  Searched number 8 
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Searched word Träning  Searched word Träning 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Fritid och träning 70%  Fritid och träning 70% 

Träning för ungdomar 40%  Träning för ungdoma 40% 

Träna utomhus med   

Shape up your body 40%  

Träna utomhus med   

Shape up your body 40% 

Fotbollsakademien 0%  

Run Hit - ett komplett     

pass till löpträningen 90% 

Kristianstad FF 0%  Träningsboende 80% 

     

Searched number 9  Searched number 9 

Searched word Hälsa  Searched word Hälsa 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Programmet för hälsa,   

vård och omsorg 70%  

Livsmedel, hälsa och   

inomhusmiljö 70% 

Befolkningens hälsa och   

gröna miljöer rapport 12 70%  

Befolkningens hälsa och   

gröna miljöer rapport 12 70% 

Livsmedel, hälsa och   

inomhusmiljö 70%  

Programmet för hälsa,   

vård och omsorg 70% 

Ljus, spray, återbruk och    40%  Ljus, spray, återbruk och    40% 
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god hälsa prisades god hälsa prisades 

Folkhälsoarbete 30%  Folkhälsoarbete 30% 

     

Searched number 10  Searched number 10 

Searched word Utbildning  Searched word Utbildning 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

6 Utbildning  

schemaprocessen 90%  

6 Utbildning  

schemaprocessen 90% 

Jerryskolan 0%  

Särskild utbildning för   

vuxna, Lärvux 70% 

Indexeringstest 0%  

Barn- och  

utbildningsnämndens 

arbetsutskott 100% 

indexeringstest2 0%  Medicinsk sekreterare 50% 

Särskild utbildning för   

vuxna, Lärvux 70%  

Elkontakten, för allt inom    

el, data och tele. 30% 

     

Searched number 11  Searched number 11 

Searched word Skola  Searched word Skola 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 
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Skola 1 70%  Skola 70% 

Skola 70%  Skola 1 70% 

Temasida, startsida för   

skola 70%  Anna-Lenas skola 80% 

Anna-Lenas skola 80%  

Temasida, startsida för   

skola 70% 

Grundskola 80%  Flytta ditt företag hit 30% 

     

Searched number 12  Searched number 12 

Searched word Fritid  Searched word Fritid 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Fritid och träning 80%  Fritid och träning 80% 

Fritids- och kulturnämnden 40%  

Amerikansk fotboll och   

frisbee 30% 

Träning för ungdomar 30%  Träning för ungdomar 30% 

Amerikansk fotboll och   

frisbee 30%  Anna-Lenas skola 30% 

Folkhälsoarbete 30%  Grundskola 30% 

     

Searched number 13  Searched number 13 

Searched word Uteliv  Searched word Uteliv 
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Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Nattklubbar och uteliv i    

Kristianstad 40%  GRAND NATTKLUBB 30% 

GRAND NATTKLUBB 30%  

TEATERBAREN, 

Utelivet i Krisianstad 40% 

BÅNKEN PUB &   

RESTAURANG 0%  N/A N/A 

HARRY'S BAR 0%  N/A N/A 

N/A N/A  N/A N/A 

     

Searched number 14  Searched number 14 

Searched word Bowling  Searched word Bowling 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Bowling Kristianstad 90%  

Oskarshamns 

Bowlinghall 90% 

Bowling 80%  Bowling Kristianstad 90% 

C4 Bowling 80%  

KAF riksmästerskap i   

Bowling 2017 80% 

Bowling i Kalmar - Här     

spelar du bowling i Kalmar     

- Activated 100%  N/A N/A 

KAF riksmästerskap i   80%  N/A N/A 
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Bowling 2017 

     

Searched number 15  Searched number 15 

Searched word Företag  Searched word Företag 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Välkommen till ett   

dialogmöte för företag! 80%  Flytta ditt företag hit 80% 

UF-företag visar upp sig    

på Pop-Up 70%  

UF-företag visar upp sig    

på Pop-Up 70% 

Starta företag 70%  Industi-EL 30% 

Företag, stöd och   

rådgivning 70%  SJ 30% 

17 EU-miljoner ska   

utveckla företag 70%  

Ljus, spray, återbruk och    

god hälsa prisades 40% 

     

Searched number 16  Searched number 16 

Searched word Tåg  Searched word Tåg 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Tåg, definition. 80%  Det här är Snälltåget 80% 

Det här är Snälltåget 80%  Pågatågen 80% 
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Skånetrafiken 0%  Öresundståg 70% 

Öresundståg 70%  SJ 30% 

Konferens i Arenan 0%  N/A N/A 

     

Searched number 17  Searched number 17 

Searched word 

Kollektivtraf

ik  Searched word 

Kollektivtraf

ik 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Skånetrafiken 30%  Järnvägsmuseet 0% 

Miljöpartiet de gröna 0%  Pågatågen 0% 

Sverigedemokraterna 

Kristianstad 0%  Öresundståg 0% 

Öresundståg 0%  Det här är Snälltåget 0% 

Det här är Snälltåget 0%  SJ 0% 

     

Searched number 18  Searched number 18 

Searched word Politik  Searched word Politik 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

Politik och demokrati 80%  Politik och demokrati 80% 
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Nyfiken på politiken? 70%  Politik 40% 

Politik i Kristianstad 40%  Politik i Kristianstad 40% 

Sök politiker 80%  Miljöpartiet de gröna 30% 

Temasida 0%  Nyfiken på politiken? 70% 

     

Searched number 19  Searched number 19 

Searched word El  Searched word El 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 

El, Item title: Elkontakten,    

för allt inom el, data och      

tele. 50%  

Elkontakten, för allt inom    

el, data och tele. 100% 

Industi-EL 30%  ELSNABBEN 70% 

ELSNABBEN 20%  Elisefarm resort 70% 

Golfklubben 10%  Piggelin Glass 80% 

N/A N/A  Störningsmeddelanden 70% 

     

Searched number 20  Searched number 20 

Searched word Vatten  Searched word Vatten 

     

Top five results   Top five results  

Title Score  Title Score 
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Vatten och Avlopp 100%  Vatten och Avlopp 100% 

Politik och demokrati 30%  Politik och demokrati 30% 

Träna utomhus med   

Shape up your body 0%  Vattenriket 80% 

Daim Glass 0%  

Vattentornet, 

Kristianstad 80% 

Twister Glass 0%  Vattenträning 30% 

 

Table 4.1. Results from relevance test. 
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5 Analysis 

In this chapter an analysis will made for each of the two tests. It will be                

divided into two sub-chapters, much like the result chapter. 

 

5.1 Response test 

When looking at the result from the response time tests we can see that the               

difference between the first (Elasticsearch) and second (EPiServer Find) test          

is significant. When using the values of these two tests in a T-test the value               

we got confirms the difference, shown in table 5.1. 

When looking at the result from the response time tests and comparing the             

second (EPiServer Find) and the third (Elasticsearch with Take(100)) the          

difference is minimal. When we did the same T-test using these values            

instead we got a result showing the difference is not significant, shown in             

table 5.2.  
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T-test (independent, unequal variance) 

 

Dataset N Mean Stdev 

Set 1  

(EPiServer Find) 

50 0.07 0.048 

Set 4  

(Elasticsearch) 

50 0.14 0.023 

 

Two-tailed (diff != 0) 

Significance level  

(P-value): 

0.000  (α = 0.05) 

Result: There is a significant difference between the       

means of the datasets 

One-tailed (diff < 0) 

Significance level  

(P-value): 

0.000  (α = 0.05) 

Result: Mean of Set 1 is significantly lower than mean of          

Set 4 

 

Table 5.1. Results from T-test using JStats. 
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T-test (independent, unequal variance) 

 

Dataset N Mean Stdev 

Set 1 

(EPiServer Find) 

50 0.07 0.048 

Set 2 

(Elasticsearch with Take(100)) 

50 0.06 0.019 

 

Two-tailed (diff != 0) 

Significance level  

(P-value): 

0.472  (α = 0.05) 

Result: There is no significant difference between the means        

of the datasets 

One-tailed (diff > 0) 

Significance level  

(P-value): 

0.236  (α = 0.05) 

Result: Mean of Set 1 is not significantly higher than mean          

of Set 2 

 

Table 5.2 Results from T-test using JStats. 
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5.2 Relevance 

When comparing the relevance of each search we could not see a clear             

pattern. One thing we could see is that Elasticsearch and EPiServer Find get             

results in different ways as the results are different in the list. Another thing              

we can see is that some posts in the log is N/A. This is because the search                 

engine could not find more results for that search word. One search engine             

could however find more results than the other in different situations and this             

proves that the queries work in different ways and/or the implementations are            

not identical. An example of this in the test is the search number 14, where               

we searched for bowling. Table 5.3 shows that Elasticsearch got more hits            

and better relevance. We are not sure of the cause behind this but we assume               

something went wrong while indexing for EPiServer Find or it depends on            

how the query for EPiServer Find works. 

 

Bowling Kristianstad 90%  Oskarshamns Bowlinghall 90% 

Bowling 80%  Bowling Kristianstad 90% 

C4 Bowling 80%  

KAF riksmästerskap i   

Bowling 2017 80% 

Bowling i Kalmar - Här spelar      

du bowling i Kalmar - Activated 100%  N/A N/A 

KAF riksmästerskap i Bowling    

2017 80%  N/A N/A 

Table 5.3 Results from the test showing different relevance and amount of            

hits. Blue is Elasticsearch, red is EPiServer Find. 

 

In table 5.4 we can see that the percentage is the same for the same hits in                 

both search engines. However, the order of the hits are different for each             
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search engine. This shows that our relevance tool is accurate when it comes             

to calculate which hits are relevant for the specific searched word. EPiServer            

Find seems to be more accurate when it comes to ordering the results, as              

more relevant hits are placed higher than Elasticsearch based upon our           

relevance test results.  

Henriks Golf 70%  Henriks Golf 70% 

NIU Idrottsutbildning Handboll,   

Fotboll och Golf 40%  

NIU Idrottsutbildning  

Handboll, Fotboll och Golf 40% 

Elisefarm resort 30%  Åhus Golfklubb 80% 

Åhus Golfklubb 80%  Skepparslövs Golfklubb 80% 

Skepparslövs Golfklubb 80%  Elisefarm resort 30% 

Table 5.4. Results from the test showing same relevance for the hits. Blue is              

Elasticsearch, red is EPiServer Find. 
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6 Discussion  

Our research questions for this thesis project are:  

● How are search engines evaluated in terms of response time and           

validity? 

● How does Elasticsearch perform compared to EPiServer Find in         

response time and validity? 

 

To answer this we decided in our method that we are going to look into               

previous research to see how search engines have been evaluated before. The            

research done by Brian Bouterse and Harry Perros measured response time           

by observing the performance of the search engine Solr. In the research done             

by Dirk Lewandowski a comparison between Google and Bing was done,           

concerning the relevance. This gave us something to base our experiment           

upon, to answer the second question. Based on what we found out from the              

previous research, measuring the time interval from when a search is made to             

a response is given could be accounted for as a response time. We also found,               

based on previous research, that we had to use or develop some kind of              

relevance tool. We could, however, not find such a tool and we had to come               

up with our own. Our hypothesis for the second research question was that             

Elasticsearch will perform equal or better than EPiServer Find, since Find is            

built upon a old version of Elasticsearch. 

Sigma IT Consulting AB in Växjö have a project they are considering            

changing the search engine in, and want to know how and if this could be               

done. We changed the current search engine to the new open source search             

engine they want to try for the project. When this was done we implemented              

our self-developed relevance tool in both versions. Using the relevance tool           

we got a result in the form of relevance accuracy. 
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The first result from our experiment measuring time gave us some           

suspicion considering our hypothesis. The average time it took for          

Elasticsearch to get a response was the double of the time it took for              

EPiServer Find. This made us look into the code and found that we still had               

an old query with a configuration to take 1000 search hits per search. To              

solve this we lowered the amount from 1000 to 100 as it would be more like                

the query used by EPiServer Find. This configuration made the experiments           

more equal. When measuring with the new query the result changed           

drastically in favor of our hypothesis. With this result we can answer the first              

part in our second question, how Elasticsearch perform compared to          

EPiServer Find in response time. Using similar queries, there are no           

significant difference between Elasticsearch and EPiServer Find in response         

time. Based upon our result however, EPiServer Find seems to have a more             

stable and consistent response time. 

The result from the relevance measurements show us how our          

relevance tool really works. We initially wanted to compare more fields but            

EPiServer Find did not let us access all the fields we wanted to compare.              

What we had to do was looking for the searched word in the same fields for                

both search engines which gave us almost identical results for both search            

engines. However, from our results shown in table 4.1, we can see that             

EPiServer Find lists more relevant articles higher up in the list than            

Elasticsearch. This result is not 100% accurate though as some articles could            

have been configured in the CMS by Sigma for testing, before our            

involvement. To minimize the influence of the CMS we predefined search           

words and created at least six new articles for each search word but some old               

articles still surpassed the new articles. With the result we got from our             

experiment, using the method mentioned in the chapter 2 (2.2.1

Variables), we can answer the second part of our second question, how            
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Elasticsearch perform compared to EPiServer Find in validity. As Sigmas          

project is developed now, we want to say that EPiServer Find, ever so             

slightly, outperforms Elasticsearch in the terms of relevance. Elasticsearch is          

in no way a bad search engine, it basically comes down to a matter of cost                

and time. We did not work a lot with EPiServer Find but in the process to                

change the search engines we discovered that there was a vast amount of             

functions in the project based upon EPiServer Find that did not exist in             

Elasticsearch. 

We could not find any previous research that compared EPiServer          

Find to Elasticsearch, however we found similar comparisons featuring other          

search engines that was interesting for our experiment. In the experiment           

conducted by Dirk Lewandowski in 2015 he compared Google to Bing using            

a self developed relevance tool, showing that Bing produced significantly          

more results graded as irrelevant. Similar to that experiment, our result show            

that Elasticsearch produce slightly more results graded as irrelevant. In the           

experiment conducted by Brian Bouterse and Harry Perros, presented in the           

previous research section, they came to the conclusion that response time was            

an important quality to measure. They measured the time it took for packages             

to be delivered with TCP/IP protocol. Therefore we measured response time           

and compared the results between the two search engines. 
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7 Conclusion  

In this project a comparison between EPiServer Find and Elasticsearch has           

been shown for a specific environment. With this in mind it would be false to               

say that this is the way to go when swapping a search engine for another, as                

the exchange was done in an existing project created by Sigma and other             

projects may not be constructed in the same way.  

Based on the results, analysis and discussion we can not confirm that            

Elasticsearch is better than EPiServer Find, or vice versa, in the terms of             

response time and relevance, as the results show no significant difference.           

The results are however relevant for research in the future concerning           

comparisons between search engines.  

There are several things that could have been done differently in this            

project. In the beginning of the project we did not get a proper introduction to               

the implementation, which could have facilitated the work a lot. If we would             

do a similar project again we would ask for an introduction of the             

implementation and what is expected of us. Working without proper          

knowledge of the implementation and code made us have a feeling that we             

did something wrong. This led us to have serious problems locating the code             

that needed change. Another thing that could have been improved is diving            

further into the documentation of EPiServer Find early in the project.  

 

7.1 Future Research 

If we had more time and resources we would have continued the work with              

the Elasticsearch query to be more like the EPiServer Find query. We would             

also create more queries that would execute depending on the action on the             

website, making more features work. This is how the implementation of           
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EPiServer Find works and we wanted Elasticsearch to work more like it. This             

would lead to a more complete experiment and giving us a lot more to test.  

In the long run the goal would be an application that works as Sigmas              

implementation does, but with Elasticsearch. 
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